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Abstract-We consider monotone arithmetic circuits with restrlcted depths to compute monotone mul- 
tivariate polynomials such as the elementary symmetric functions. convolution of several vectors and 
raismg a matrix to a power. We develop general lower- and upper-bound techniques that seem to generate 
almost-matching bounds for all the functions consldered. These results imply exponential lower bounds 
for circuits of bounded depths which compute any of these functions. We also obtain several examples 
for which negation can reduce the size exponentially. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the size-depth tradeoff question of Boolean or arithmetic circuits has been very 
limited because of our inability to establish nontrivial lower bounds. Recently circuits of un- 
bounded fan-in and restricted depths have been examined by several authors1 l-3,5,8] who have 
shown interesting tradeoff results. We continue this line of research by considering monotone 
arithmetic circuits (unbounded fan-in) with restricted depths for several multivariate polynomials. 
We develop a general lower-bound technique that seems to generate almost-optimal bounds for 
many functions. We also show that if f is a monotone multivariate polynomial of degree 6 and 
which has a monotone program of size C, then there exists a circuit of depth d and of size 
exp {OCS Lo’ log C)} that computes f, d’ = [d/2]. This bound almost matches all the lower 
bounds generated by our lower-bound technique. in particular we show the following bounds 
on the sizes S of monotone circuits of depth d (d’ = (d/2]). 
( 1) Convolution of t n-dimensional vectors: 
exp {O(log n t”d’)} = S = exp fl { (ky +. 
Moreover, the addition of negation allows this function to be computed by a polynomial- 
size circuit of constant depth. 
(2) Computation of the jth elementary symmetric function on n variables (j G n/2): 
exp {O(log n j”“‘)} = S = exp R { (JJ [log; + (T - 1) log-&]“~‘)}. 
(3) Multiplication of r II x n matrices: 
exp {O(log /I t’!“‘)} = S = exp $I! { (E$J I’/dl)}. 
(4) Computing A”‘ for an n X n matrix A (1 5 E > 0): 
exp {O((log IZ)& c”)} = S = exp s1 { (y +}. 
In the next section we start by developing the lower-bound technique which is then applied 
to the functions listed above. The general upper-bound theorem with its implications are covered 
in the last section. 
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2. LOWER BOUNDS 
We restrict our discussions to monotone linear polynomials since all of our examples 
(except raising a matrix to a power) satisfy this assumption. Hence let f(s,. . . s’,) be a 
monotone linear homogeneous polynomial of degree X-. Let C be an unbounded fan-in monotone 
circuit of depth d that computes f. Notice that if g is a function computed at a multiplication 
node u with fan-in S, then g = gig2 .*- g,, where each g, is linear homogeneous. Moreover. if 
g is a function of n variables of degree 6, then each R, is a linear homogeneous function of II, 
variables and of degree 6, such that n, + n? + .-* + tz, = tz and 6, + 6, + ... + 6, = 6. 
Hence we can associate a pair of integers (n, 6) with every node I( such that the function 
computed at u is a linear homogeneous function of n variables and of degree 6. Moreover. if 
u is a multiplication node of indegree s with incoming arcs (u,, u), . . (~4,. ~4). then the pair 
of integers (n,, 6,) associated with ui, I S i G s, are such that tl, + tzl + .*. + tl, = tr and 
6, + 62 + ... + 6, = 6. 
A partition tree T(r) associated with C whose output node is r can be recursively defined 
as follows: 
(I) If d = 0, then T = C = {r}. 
(2) Let d > 0. If r is an addition node with incoming arcs (r,. r). (rI. r). . . . (r,, r). 
then T consists of the root r, an incoming arc (r,, r), where i is picked arbitrarily, and T(r,). 
If r is a multiplication node, with incoming arcs (r,, r), (r?, r), . (r,, r), then T is of root 
r with all the incoming arcs and T(r,) U T(rz) *** U T(r,). 
Each node of T(r) will be labelled by a pair of integers (n, 6) associated with the function 
computed at that node in C. Notice that T(r) is of the same depth d as C. We can make all the 
paths from the leaves to r of equal length by adding, if necessary, multiplication by I nodes 
and addition nodes with fan-in equal to 1. From now on. we assume that all partition trees 
satisfy this property. We now associate the following parameters with any partition tree T. Let 
A = [(d - 2)/21 and let S, be the sum of the indegrees of the multiplication nodes at level 
2i + I or 2i depending on whether d is even or odd respectively, I S i 6 A. Note that s, 2 2 
and si a Si+l + 1. An example of a partition tree of depth 5 is given in Fig. I. In this case 
A = 2, s, = 5, and s2 = 3. 
2. I Computation of the elementary symmetric functions 
We start by outlining the approach we take to obtain our lower bounds. 
Let C be a monotone circuit of depth d that computes the linear homogeneous function 
f(x,, x21 . . . 7 x,.) of degree k and let I_L be the maximum indegree of any addition node in C. 
Then there exists a partition tree for which the following inequalities hold. 
P.j,+...+\, + 1 3 m(f), 
where m(f) is the number of nonomials in f, (v, , , “I k”‘) are the parameters appearing at level 
2i + I (d even) or 2i (d odd) and m(v, (I), kc”) is the maximum number of nominals of any 
subfunction with parameters (v, I’), kj’j). We usually deduce a lower bound on p. by taking the 
logarithms of the above equations and multiplying them together. We elaborate on this by 
considering the computation of elementary symmetric functions. 
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Fig I 
Several technical results are required before we can establish our main lower-bound result. 
Let H(6) be the entropy function given by H(6) = 6 log ( I /6) + (I - 6) log ( I /( I - 6)), 
where 0 d 6 6 I and H(O) = H(1) = 0. Notice that H(6) is a convex function which attains 
the maximum value of I for 6 = 112. A combinatorial fact that will be used frequently is given 
by 
/ 
\/8j(,I’7_ j, 2’lH”i’l’ < ( y ) < 
J 
2ni(; _ j) 2’IH”““. (1) 
We are ready for our first technical result. 
LEMMA 2.1 
Let 11 and X- be positive integers, such that v = v, + v2 + .a* + v, and k = k, + kz + 
... + k,. where the 11,‘s and the k,‘s are positive integers, k, C v,, 2 G v,, I C i c t, and vl 
k > I is integer. The maximum value of the following expression 
E = (;:I(;:) ... (;I, 
for fixed 1’. X-. and t is bounded by 
exp{vH(k) - ilogn}. 
PRK$ Using inequality (I ) we know that 
ES 
1’1 v: *.. L’, 
2’a’k,k2 ... x-,(1,, - k,) .a. (v, - k,) 
)I” exp { v,H(:] + a.. + v,H(:]}. 
Let @ = {t~,Htk,11~,) + ... + v,H(k,lv,)}. Then 
. . . + Ij-‘H 
V 
Since H is a convex function, we have 
. . . + 
Moreover. this maximum is attained if and only if 
“I _ k> _ : = . . . = “I_” _ _ 
“1 I‘> “, I” 
II58 
It follows that 
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Now we consider two cases. 
(A) v, > k, for all i. We will show that 
Without loss of generality, assume that v, > 2 and v, < ?k, (otherwise the inequality holds 
trivially). Now (A. 1) is equivalent to 
2k; - 2k,v, + v, G 0, (X.2) 
One can check that the left-hand side of (A.2) has roots and that k, lies between these roots. 
Thus (A.2) holds and hence the lemma follows in this case. 
(B) Assume without loss of generality that v, = k,, . . v, = k,, and \‘, > k,. i > my. 
In this case, we have the following: 
4exp{vH(e) - ilog*} (bycaseA) 
Gexp{vH(i) - ilogr}. 
We are now ready for the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2 
Let C be a monotone circuit of depth d that computes the linear homogeneous function 
f(x,, X?, . . . , x,.) of’ degree k and let t.~ be the maximum indegree of any addition node in C. 
Then there exists a partition tree for which the following inequalities hold: 
pzm(f)exp{-vH(2) + :logn]. 
EL \k+...+$2+I 2 m(f) exp { -vH(k) + : log T}. 
P ~h+.“+\l+l 2 m(f), 
where m(f) is the number of monomials in f. 
Proqf The partition tree is constructed as before with one additional constraint. Whenever 
an addition node u, with incoming arcs (~4,. u), . (14,. 14) is encountered. we pick the arc 
tu,, u) such that the subfunction computed at II, has the maximum number of monomials among 
I ISY 
Fig. 2. 
those computed at u,. II:. . II, iin case of a tie. we pick one arbitrarily). Let 7’ be the 
corresponding tree. We use the notation in Fig. 2. 
Let nt(rz. 6) be the rnaximum number of monomials of the subfunction computed at the 
node labelled (~1. 6). It is clear that 
m(f) c pm(v,, k,) .*. m(v,A. kA) 
Moreover. 
Thus, 
m(f) s C;:)C;i) ... Q). 
Using Lemma 2.1, we get 
from which the first inequality follows. 
To pet the second inequality notice that 
Applying Lemma 2.1 we get the second inequality. Similarly. we can establish the remaining 
inequalities. 
We will usually use the logarithmic form of the above inequalities. A typical such inequality 
is given by 
In the examples below, we will use an even weaker form of the above inequality: 
(2) 
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The jth elementary symmetric function cr,, “I on II variables can be defined by 
In this case, m(a)/‘) can be estimated as follows: 
[see inequalities (l)]. We assume that j s n/2 from now on. The case of j > ,212 is symmetric. 
Hence (2) becomes 
1 
log /A 2 
s,- I 
1 log ?r - ; log 
8j(tz - j) 
(X - i + l)s, n I. 
Multiplying all the corresponding inequalities (for all i), we get 
where P is given by 
8j(n - j) 
n 
8j(n - j) 
n I. 
We now distinguish between two cases. 
CASE 1. 
There exists a constant c > 0 such that sP log n 
for large-enough n, we have 
- log gj(n - j)/n 3 cs,, for all p. Hence. 
- ; log 8j(n - j) 
n I. 
It follows that 
(log p$+’ 2 ($)* [nH(t) - ,log8j(nt~j)]. 
This implies 
p = exp {lip: [logy + (y - 1) log-&~‘)); 
where d’ = [d/2]. 
CASE 2. 
Let k be the index such that 
SI, log ?l - log 
8jCn - .i) 
9 L’S I 
n 
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for some constant c > 0, and 
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Sk+, log Tr - log 
8,j(t7 - .j) 
< cx.S~+, 
I? 
for some small positive constant cy (k could be equal to 0 in which case the first condition is 
vacuously true). 
Multiply all the inequalities corresponding to i s k. We get 
where 
P’ 3 SkS_, ... s, 
8j(11 - j) 
II I. 
It follows that 
where sI_, < p log [j(tz - ,j)/n] for a constant p > 0. 
It can be easily shown that for any j nonconstant increasing function of n that we have 
where d’ = [d/21 as before. 
We therefore have the following. 
THEOREM 2.3 
Let C be a monotone circuit of depth d that computes the jth elementary function on n 
variables (j d 1112). Then there exists an addition node whose fan-in p satisfies 
For j = 1112. the above lower bound produces 
I* = exp fi $ 
u ‘Ii 
. 
In the next section. we will exhibit upper bounds which are close to the above bounds. 
3.2 Mlrltiplicatiott of se\,er-cd mutrices 
Let M,. M2. ‘. . M, be II x II matrices and let M be their product. Hence the (i, j) entry 
of M is given by 
f = M,, = c tn:,~‘m:~,‘; ... rn:::. 
!_.I;. ./, 
IS/S!, 
where (MI),, = err::‘. It follows that m(f) = II’-‘. We now derive a result similar to Theorem 
73 -._. 
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THEOREM 2.4 
Using the same notation as in Theorem 2.2. there exists a partition tree for which the 
following inequalities hold. 
Proof. Construct the partition tree T as in Theorem 2.2. Let 1’ be an arbitrary multiplication 
node in T with f, the corresponding subfunction. Let deg (f,) = k and let the indegree of I’ 
be s. Then 
ft. = fl x f2 x ... x f, 7 deg (f,) = a,. c a, = k, 
and each f, is homogeneous. Clearly each f, is multilinear over a subset of {M,, M2, . . 
M,}, say {M,,lp E J;}. Note that J, II J, = 4~ for i # 1. Moreover, if I E J, and I + 1 E J,, . 
i # i’, the column index v of any element tn,,, “’ in f, will force the same row index of rn::,“’ in 
f,,. Hence the maximum number of the monomials of f, is /I’-’ (recall that the function we 
are trying to compute is f = M,, for fixed i and j). The proof is now identical to that of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Using the above theorem and moving to logarithms, it is not hard to show that 
log )I c 1 &+’ (log k) AT’ > ([ - 1) c A ’ 
i.e. 
COROLLARY 
Let C be a monotone circuit of depth d that computes the product of t tz x II matrices. 
Then there exists an addition node whose fan-in p satisfies 
Note that if t = Q(d), I B E > 0, then p is exponential for any constant d. The above bound 
is polynomial if d log d = R(log t). 
Consider now the related problem of computing M’, where M is an tz x tI matrix and t 
is a positive integer. We now reduce it to the problem of multiplying a set of matrices. Let X 
be the following matrix: 
IA,00 ... 
0 I A2 0 ... 0 
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WC claim that X’ will contain the matrix A,A, .*. A, in the block position ( 1, f + I ). This can 
be shown by, induction in f. If M(n. t. d) denotes the size of a monotone circuit required to 
compute the product of t distinct II X II matrices with depth d and S(n. f. d) is the size of 
raising an II x 11 matrix with depth d, then 
M(n, t. d) s S((f -t l)tz. t. d). 
Hence. 
S((t + 1)tz. f. d) = exp $2 
U 
F ([ - ,)I/“’ 
I} 
COROLLARY 
Raising an II X II matrix to a power t = fi(n’). E > 0. requires an exponential-size 
monotone circuit of constant depth. 
3.3 Cott~dution qj’ 0 sft qf vcctcm 
Let .v’. I’. . .I-’ be t distinct n-dimensional vectors. The convolution x’ @ x2 8 ... 
$$ I’ is a 1 t r(rt - I )-dimensional vector such that the jth component y, is given by 
where _v), is the i,: component of the vector .x1. It is not hard to show the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 
There exists ,j,, such that tn(.v,,,) 2 n-‘/r. On the other hand, m(_~,) G t7’-’ for all values 
of,i. 
Following an argument similar to the one used in Theorem 2.3. we obtain the following. 
Let C be a monotone circuit of depth d that computes the convolution of t n-dimensional 
vectors. Then there exists an addition node whose fan-in F satisfies 
where rl’ = [rli?l. 
As we will see in the next section, a monotone circuit exists whose size almost matches 
this bound. 
3. UPPER BOUNDS 
in this section we establish a general upper-bound result which gives bounds fairly close 
to the lower bounds shown for the specific examples of the previous section. The proof is based 
on the main result of 191 which holds for nonmonotone as well as monotone circuits. 
Let ,f be an arbitrary monotone multivariate polynomial of degree 6. Suppose that there 
exists a monotone straight-line program that computes S with C steps. Then there exists a 
monotone circuit of depth rl(_ 7 G rl G log 6) and size exp {O((log C)S’ “‘)} that computes f’. L 
Mheretl’ = lt1’71. 
Ptm$ Given the original program. apply the construction of 19) to obtain an unbounded 
fan-in monotone circuit of depth log 6 and size C3. Divide the circuit into d’ consecutive 
\uhcircuitr of the same depth equal to lop 6/(d’) starting bottom up. Each subcircuit has O(C) 
output vertices and O(C’) input vertices. The degree of any polynomial computed by each 
subcircuit is at most (6)’ ,“. Each such function can be realized with a circuit of depth 2 and 
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size exp {O((log C)(6)’ “‘)}. Therefore the new circuit is of depth ti and has a size of 
exp {O((log C)(6YJd’)}. 
COROLLARY 
The multiplication of t n X n matrices (t s n) can be realized by a monotone circuit of 
depth d, d 3 2, and size exp {O((log n)(t)““‘)}. 
COROLLARY 
The convolution of t vectors each of dimension II. t S n, can be realized by a monotone 
circuit of depth d, d 2 2, and size exp {O((log n)(t)’ “‘)}. 
COROLLARY 
Computing the jth elementary symmetric function of tz variables can be realized by a 
monotone circuit of depth d, d 5 2, and size exp {(O(log tz)( j)’ “‘)}. 
We now look at the effects of allowing negation in our circuits. Using the discrete Fourier 
transform method, we can easily show the following. 
LEMMA 3.2 
There exist polynomial-size (nonmonotone) circuits of constant depth that can compute 
the convolution of t n-dimensional vectors or all the elementary symmetric functions on tz 
variables. 
A special permanent[7] was the only known case for which negation could reduce its size 
exponentially. 
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